Abstract
Introduction
XML employs a tree-structured model for representing data. Queries in XML query languages, such as XQuery [4] , typically specify patterns of selection predicates on multiple elements that have some specified tree structured (e.g., parent-child, ancestor-descendant) relationships, as the basis for matching XML documents. For example, the path query //book[.//title = 'XML'] matches book elements that have a descendant title element that in turn has a child XML value. Finding all occurrences of such path queries in an XML document is a core operation in various XML query processing scenarios that are considered in the literature.
The traditional XML query processing scenario involves asking a single query against a (possibly preprocessed and indexed) XML document 1 . The goal here is to identify the matches to the input query in the XML document. Ap-proaches to solving this problem, e.g., [2, 5, 18, 25] , typically take advantage of indexes on XML elements and values, and use specialized join algorithms for composing results of index lookups and computing answers to the path queries.
XML query processing also arises in the scenario of information dissemination, where many (standing) XML path queries have been preprocessed, and a stream of XML documents is presented as input. The goal here is to identify the path queries and their matches in the input XML documents, and disseminate this information to the users who posed the path queries. Approaches to solving this problem, e.g., [3, 6, 9, 14, 15] , typically navigate through the input XML document one tag at a time and use the preprocessed structure of path queries to identify the relevant queries and their matches.
These two scenarios considered in the literature are both instances of a general scenario where multiple XML path queries need to be matched against an XML document, and either (or neither) of the queries and the document may have been preprocessed. In principle, each of the query processing strategies (index-based and navigation-based) could be applied in our general scenario. How this is best achieved, and identifying the characteristics of our general scenario where one strategy dominates the other, are the subjects of this paper. The contributions of the paper are as follows:
• A straightforward way of applying the index-based approaches in the literature to our general scenario would answer each path query separately, which may not be the most efficient approach, as research on multi-query processing in relational databases has demonstrated. The first contribution of our paper is a novel indexbased technique, Index-Filter, to answer multiple XML path queries against an XML document. Index-Filter generalizes the PathStack algorithm of [5] , and takes advantage of a prefix tree representation of the set of XML path queries to share computation during multiple query evaluation. We experimentally show the superiority of Index-Filter over the independent use of PathStack for multiple queries.
• Navigation-based approaches in the literature could be applied to the general scenario as well. ing indexes on the XML document on the fly, the trends remain generally the same, but the gap between the algorithms is reduced.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we discuss our data and query models. Section 3 is the core of the paper and discusses two query processing techniques. In Section 3.2 we review Y-Filter, a state-of-the-art navigation-based algorithm, suitably enhancing it for our application scenario. Then, in Section 3.3 we introduce our novel index-based algorithm, Index-Filter. In Section 5 we report experimental results using the setting of Section 4. Finally, we review related work in Section 6.
Data and Query Models
We now introduce the XML data and query models that we use in this paper, and define our problem statement.
XML Documents
An XML document can be seen as a rooted, ordered, labelled tree, where each node corresponds to an element or a value, and the edges represent (direct) element-subelement or element-value relationships. The ordering of sibling nodes (children of the same parent node) implicitly defines a total order on the nodes in a tree, obtained by traversing the tree nodes in preorder. An XML database can be viewed as an XML document, once a dummy root node has been added to convert the forest into a tree. Figure 1 shows The meaning and utility of the numbers associated with the tree nodes will be explained later in Section 3.3.1. Until then, we can simply think of those numbers as unique node identifiers in the XML tree.
Example 1

Query Language
XQuery [4] path queries can be viewed as sequences of location steps, where each node in the sequence is an element tag or a string value, and query nodes are related by either parent-child steps (depicted using a single line) or ancestordescendant steps (depicted using a double line)
2 . 
Problem Statement
Finding all matches of a path query in an XML document is a core operation in various XML query processing scenarios that have been considered in the literature. In this paper, we consider the general scenario of matching multiple XML Algorithm Index-Filter(q) 01 while (true) // find candidate node 02 and we access the head's L and R components by the functions nextL and nextR, respectively (if we consume T q entirely, nextL(T q )=nextR(T q )=+∞). Similarly, we access the L and R components of the top of S q by the functions topL and topR, respectively. We now describe Index-Filter, which is shown in pseudocode in Figure 6 .
We execute Index-Filter(q) to get all the answers for the prefix tree rooted at q. The algorithm's invariant ensures that after executing Index-Filter(q), we are guaranteed that either (1) T q 's head participates in a new match when all structural relationships are regarded as ancestor/descendant (outputSolutions in line 24 will later enforce the appropriate relationships); or otherwise (2) the stream T q is consumed entirely. Additionally, we can guarantee that for all descendants q of q in the prefix tree, every index entry in T q with L component smaller than nextL(T q ) was already processed. To avoid redundant computations, we memorize this property by carefully manipulating the boolean variable q.knowSolution: if q.knowSolution=true, we know that T q 's head participates in at least one new match; otherwise all we can say is that T q 's head might participate in a new match, but we do not know for sure (initially, q.knowSolution is set to false for every node q). The algorithm iterates through two phases until all matches are returned. In the first phase (lines 2-16), we identify min, the child of q with the minimal L value in its stream's head that participates in some match. In the second phase (lines 17-26), we process min depending on the actual relationship with T q 's head. We now give some details on each phase.
To identify min, we first use the priority queue P q to select the child of q with the smallest stream head (line 3). Lines 4-5 cover the special case that node q is a leaf node in the prefix tree (so q has no children and there is no min child), or q is an internal node in the prefix tree but some query has q as its accept state and q's position ends before the position of any of q's children. In such cases, we simply update q.knowSolution = true and return. Otherwise, in the general case, if T min 's head starts after T q 's head ends, we can guarantee that no new match can exist for T q 's head, so we advance T q (see Figure 7 (a)). At this point, if T min is consumed entirely, we know that there are no new solutions for q so we return (line 8). Otherwise, we clean from q's stack all elements that cannot participate in any new match, i.e., those elements in S q whose R component is smaller than the L component of T min 's head (see Figure 7(b) ). After that, we compute the value skipToL, which is the smallest L value for a node from q for which a new match can exist. If T min 's head starts before skipToL, we know that T min 's head cannot participate in any new match, so we advance T min (see Figure 7(c) ). In such a case, we need to reset the value min.knowSolution (line 13), since we can no longer guarantee that T min 's head participates in a new match after advancing T min in line 12. At this point, in line 15, if we cannot guarantee that T min 's head participates in a match (i.e., min.knowSolution = false), we recursively call Index-Filter(min). After we return from this recursive call, we can guarantee (from the algorithm's invariant) than T min 's head participates in a new match. However, T min could have been advanced in the recursive call, so we cannot guarantee that min is the children of q with the minimal value of L participating in a match. Therefore, we only continue with the second phase if we could guarantee that min participated in a match before the recursive call (see lines 14 and 16). Otherwise, we simply repeat the procedure of finding the minimal child of q with a match (of course, in the next iteration node min could be the minimal one, although it is not always the case).
When we enter the second phase, we can guarantee that T min 's head participates in some match and its position relative to q can be just one of the two cases of Figure 7(d) . In the case that T min 's head starts after T q 's head (case 2 in Figure 7 (d)), we know that T q 's head participates in a match proposed approaches in the literature for processing XML queries one at a time. In particular, we will study the following techniques:
• Y-Filter: The navigation-based technique of Section 3.2 augmented with our stack-based extensions to return all matches.
• Index-Filter: The index-based technique of Section 3.3.
As explained before, Index-Filter uses indexes built over certain tags of the input XML document. In some situations the relevant indexes can be already materialized for Index-Filter to use (e.g., when the input documents are static and we receive batches of input queries to process). Other times (e.g., when processing multiple streaming documents), relevant indexes must be built on the fly before using Index-Filter. In the next section we compare these two scenarios in detail.
• PathStack: Both Y-Filter and Index-Filter combine query commonalities in a prefix tree to speed up query processing (see Section 3). To evaluate the effectiveness of multi-query processing algorithms, we use PathStack [5] , the state-of-the-art algorithm to answer individual path queries, as a baseline technique. To process multiple queries using PathStack, we simply executed each query in the workload separately and then aggregated the results.
Experimental Results
We now report the results we obtained with the experimental setting of Section 4. We ran all experiments on a 550Mhz Pentium III processor with 768MB of main memory. In Section 5.1, we compare PathStack against our algorithm Index-Filter, for varying number of input queries. Then, in Section 5.2 we present the main experimental results comparing the navigation-based technique, Y-Filter, against our index-based technique, Index-Filter.
Index-Filter vs. PathStack
In this section we compare PathStack [5] , the state-of-theart algorithm to answer individual path queries, against our proposed algorithm Index-Filter, when varying the number of queries asked. In [5] it is shown that PathStack is CPU and I/O optimal among all sequential algorithms that read the complete input. Therefore, an important validation is to compare PathStack against our algorithm Index-Filter, which was specifically designed to answer multiple queries simultaneously. As we can see in Figure 9 , PathStack is slower than Index-Filter when the number of input queries is increased. With a small number of queries it is almost impossible to distinguish between the algorithms. However, for a large number of queries Index-Filter results in execution times that are three to five times more efficient than those of PathStack. As expected, Index-Filter takes advantage of query commonalities by using the prefix tree representation to avoid processing the same portions of similar queries multiple times. 
Index-Filter vs. Y-Filter
We now present experimental results comparing Y-Filter against Index-Filter for a variety of scenarios. In particular, In general, when the number of input queries is small (i.e., fewer than 500 queries), Index-Filter is much more efficient than Y-Filter if the required indexes are already materialized (see Figures 10(a), 11(a), and 12(a) ). The reasons for this behavior are as follows. First, in these scenarios Index-Filter effectively traverses a small fragment of the input document, since it only processes the indexes whose tags are present in the input queries. Also, since each node in the prefix tree is relatively sparse (due to the moderate number of input queries), the efficiency of the priority queues is comparable to that of Y-Filter's hash tables. Finally, for larger document sizes, Index-Filter takes advantage of the structural (containment) properties of the index elements to avoid processing significant portions of the document that are guaranteed not to participate in any match.
In contrast, when we continue increasing the number of queries, the situation is reversed. The nodes in the prefix tree become more and more populated, and Y-Filter's hash tables start scaling better than Index-Filter's priority queues. Moreover, the prefix tree becomes larger, and Index-Filter spends more time analyzing its structure to decide which nodes to process next. For those reasons, in the scenario explained above, Y-Filter results in faster executions than Index-Filter, especially when using small documents. The tradeoff involving number of queries and document sizes mentioned above is further illustrated in Figure 13 other. The figure shows the absolute execution times for both algorithms over the different document families 8 .
When we also consider the time spent for building indexes on the fly, the gap between both algorithms is reduced. If the number of queries is large, the results are similar to the precomputed-index case, because the index creation cost is small compared to the cost of answering the queries. In contrast, the largest differences between both scenarios occur for small numbers of queries. For instance, in Figure 10 (a) Index-Filter is close to 100 times more efficient than Y-Filter for answering a single query over large documents, and in Figure 10 (b) both techniques behave roughly the same. In fact, for a small number of input queries the creation of indexes is the actual bottleneck of Index-Filter. In any case, it is interesting to note that even when indexes over the input documents need to be created on the fly to answer queries, Index-Filter is still more efficient than Y-Filter in several situations. This behavior has an analogous counterpart in traditional relational query processing, where sometimes the most efficient plan for a join query is to create an index over one operand and then use an index-based join to get the results.
Finally, it is interesting to note that for the TPC-H documents (Figure 11 ), the relative performance of both Index-Filter and Y-Filter algorithms is insensitive to the document size. This is surprising given the large variations between both algorithms when considering other document 8 Figure 13(c) shows results for varying number of queries over the TPC-H documents since we obtained almost the same ratios for both algorithms when varying document sizes.
families, and the fact that Index-Filter and Y-Filter are based on significantly different approaches. We believe that this conduct is caused by the flat and highly regular structure of the TPC-H documents (which are exported from traditional relational data sets). We plan to further investigate this behavior in future work.
Related Work
In the context of semistructured and XML databases, query evaluation and optimization has attracted a lot of research attention. In particular, work done in the Lore DBMS [17, 18, 20] and the Niagara system [19] has considered various aspects of query processing on such data. XML data and various issues in their storage and query processing using relational DBMSs have been considered in [11, 12, 13, 22] . In [13, 22] , the mapping of XML data to a number of relational tables was considered along with translation of a subset of XML queries to relational queries.
The representation of positions of XML elements is similar to that of [7, 8] , who considered a fragment of the PAT text searching operators for indexing text databases. This representation was used to compute containment relationships between "text regions" in the text databases. The focus of that work was on theoretical issues, without elaborating on efficient algorithms for computing these relationships.
References [2, 5, 25] introduced various index-based structural join algorithms as primitives for matching a single path or twig query against an XML document. In particular, [2, 25] proposed binary structural join algorithms as primitives for matching twig queries. While [25] uses an adaptation of a merge-sort technique to process the input documents, reference [2] introduces stack-based algorithms that are I/O optimal for the binary case. The algorithms in [5] are generalizations of the MPMGJN algorithm of [25] to match path queries, and the algorithms of [2] to match path and twig queries. The main contribution of the algorithms in [5] is that no large intermediate results are generated for complex path or twig queries, eliminating the need for an optimization step that was needed when stitching together partial results from the algorithms in [2, 25] . Our Index-Filter algorithm of Section 3.3 is loosely based on the TwigStack technique [5] . Finally, [3, 6, 9, 14, 15] proposed various navigationbased techniques to match single and multiple, path and twig queries. Reference [14] introduces the X-Scan operator, which matches path expression patterns over a streaming (non materialized) XML document. References [3, 9] consider the problem of answering multiple path queries over incoming documents. The algorithms and data structures in both [3] and [9, 10] are tailored for the case of very large numbers of queries and small input documents. While [3] uses separate finite state machines to represent each query, the follow-up work [9, 10] compresses the pool of input queries by sharing prefixes, as explained in Section 3.1. It is interesting to note that reference [3] presents an optimization of the main algorithm called prefiltering, which can be seen as a simple index-based preprocessing step that takes into account the occurrence of tags but not the structure of the incoming XML documents. The idea of prefiltering is to eliminate from consideration any query that contains an element tag that is not present in the input document, and it is adapted from previous algorithms for filtering plain text documents [24] . Reference [6] proposes a trie-based data structure, called XTrie, to support filtering of complex twig queries. The XTrie, along with a sophisticated matching algorithm, are able to reduce the number of redundant matchings. We note that the query model in [3, 9, 6 ] is slightly different from ours. They are mainly concerned on the set of queries for which at least one match exists (therefore several optimizations are available to avoid processing queries beyond their first match). In contrast, in this work we are interested in returning the set of all matches for each input query. Finally, reference [15] addresses the problem of obtaining all matches for a set of path and tree queries. The algorithms use an index structure, denoted the "requirements index," which helps to quickly determine the set of queries for which a certain structural relationship (e.g., parent-child, or ancestor-descendant) is relevant. The main difference with our query model is that in [15] each input query identifies a unique "distinguished" query node, so the result matches are 1-ary relations. The algorithms in [15] make at most two passes on the input document, and provide performance guarantees on the number of I/O invocations required to find the resulting matches.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we studied algorithms to answer multiple path queries over XML documents efficiently. In particular, we reviewed Y-Filter, a state-of-the-art navigation-based algorithm. Y-Filter computes results by analyzing an input document stream one tag at a time, typically by using SAXbased parsers. We extended Y-Filter's original formulation so that it returns all matches for the set of input queries. We also introduced a novel index-based algorithm, Index-Filter, which avoids processing portions of the XML document that are guaranteed not to be part of any match. Index-Filter takes advantage of precomputed indexes over the input document, but can also build the indexes on the fly. Finally, we compared Y-Filter and Index-Filter, both conceptually and experimentally. We showed that both techniques have their advantages, and we discussed the scenarios under which each technique is superior to the other one. In particular, we showed that while most XML query processing techniques work off SAX events, in some cases it pays off to parse the input document in advance and augment it with auxiliary information that can be used to evaluate the queries faster. As part of future work, we plan to extend our results to cover more general XML queries and incorporate other recent navigationbased algorithms from the literature (e.g., [6, 15] ). We also plan to study other sharing schemes for path queries and the applicability of such schemes on each approach.
